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Unit 7 

 

water cycle   ءدورةベﾇا  mirror آة┙‶ 
experiment 〞ポ┙ｻ straight ¨ぇ╃┃┟‶ 
heat 〈┓┟ぅ reflect ┝╇┷ぅ 
blow  ボL petrol 〈ぅ┛《ポ 
result 〞┋ぇ┃〉 pipeline ボぇポ》ا ┭┒ 

degree 『┊در export ر┕┧ぅ 
temperature در┊〞 ┎┙ارة tanker  〞ぅوベ┎– ولｱポ 〞╋╂》  

measure ┝ぇ╃ぅ   

 
 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list :  

experiments ʹ result ʹ mirror ʹ temperature ʹ pipelines 

1- In summer, theぐ͙temperatureぐくくぐis very high. 

2- Scientists do ぐぐ͙experimentsぐin laboratories. 

3- If you look at the mirror    you can see yourself. 

4- Theぐぐぐぐぐぐresult ͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͘͘͘of the exam was very good. 

 

EX. Choose the correct answer : 

 

  Every thing (does - is done –are done ) in a good way at home . The dishes  

(is cleaned – are cleaned - cleaned ) well .Food(are cooked – is cooked- cooks 

) and served nicely. The babies ( fed –are fed – is fed) with some delicious food. 
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Change into passive: 

 1. Hind cooks the food. 

The food is cooked by Hind 

 2. Salim watches a film. 

A film is watched by salim 

 3. Huda washes the dishes. 

The dishes are washed by Huda 

  

   

   

Vocabulary 

A- Choose The Correct Answer from a, b, c  and d:- 

1- She got................................when she lost her  job. 

a- fatal   b-amazing   c-cross   d- clean 

2- The Arabs  ................................the compass many years ago 

a- Reflected  b-lost   c-purified    d- invented 

3- The LifeStraw has................................ inside it. 

a- Pipelines   b-plastic      c-chemichals   d- bacteria 

4- There are many diseases because of……………………….water. 

a- clean              b-purified   c-cross  d- contaminated 

5- We have to use chemicals in pools to stop ................................ 

a- bacteria           b- drought c-petrol   d- chemicals 

B- Fill in The spaces with the words from the list : 

(fortunately – bacteria – chemicals – clean – energy – flooded) 

6- Some bacteria....are useful and some are dangerous and make us ill. 

7- Since I started eating more healthily I've got so much more energy. 

8- Make sure your hands are .... clean..before you have your dinner. 

9- Factories release a lot of poisonous . chemicals..into the atmosphere. 
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10- My little brother had an accident, but .... fortunately .....he wasn’t  hurt. 

Choose the correct answers: 

           Tomorrow , we ....................... travel (will  – could – might) to Bahrain with my father on 

business . We ................... ( couldn't – won't – might not ) go by car because my father can't drive 

for long distances. My mother .............. (might – will  - could ) visit her old friend whom she 

missed so much . I don't know if my father .................. (could – might – will ) take us in a tour in 

the place as he is really busy. 

Correct: 

1- A racket is used for (play) ...playing.....tennis. 

2- A camera is used for (take) ...............taking .................photos. 

3- Goggles are used for (swim) .......swimming ...........in the sea. 

. 
 

Writing 

Write six sentences about : saving electricity. The following guide words might help you.  

 
 
( important / save / much / electricity / turn off /bulb -Saving electricity) 
....................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Unit 9 

algebra ｪﾄا ¨╋┶ Physics ء「┛ぇ┿╊ا ¨╋┶ 

geography ベぇ┾ا┙┻ﾄا ¨╋┶ Prize ة┛ピベ┊ 

interview 〞╋ポベ╃‶ sadly ن┛ｸ 

Cancer نベ┮┙┞ hard ┕ｷ 

Chemistry ءベぇ[ぇ╆ bright ┵‶い 

Cure جう┶- yベ┷ぅ  abroad رجベﾆ〈 

Marry وج┛┃ぅ   
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A) Fill the spaces with words from the list :  

(abroad ʹ hard ʹ prize ʹ cure) 

1- My brother travelled to The United Kingdom to study ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ abroadくぐぐぐぐくくぐ. 

2- To get money, you should workぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ hardくくぐ 

3- My brother won the firstぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ prize ぐぐぐぐくくぐafter the match. 

Choose the correct word from a, b, c  or d: 

4- Doctors try to find aぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくくぐfor her illness. 

a- cure              b- cancer                        c- prize   d- chemistry 

5- Marie Curie died ofぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくくぐ 

a- algebra        b- cancer                        c- physics   d- cure 

6- Students who want to be scientists likeぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐくくぐvery much. 

a- geography  b- algebra                    c- chemistry   d- Arabic 

 

EX. Choose the correct answer: 

     I spent a nice time last Summer holiday. I (travel- travelled -am travelling)to 

London with my family. We (go - went- goes )there by plane. We(stayed – stay – 

staying)in an expensive hotel. We (visits - visited -visit )many interesting places there. 

 

Add question tags: 

 1. We can swim, ……………can’t we………..……….? 

 2. They will travel to Qatar, ……won’t they…………….? 

 3. Our teacher wasn’t at school, ………was he …….? 
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Spelling 

Complete the missing letters to make correct words: 

1-Dr. Ahmed Zwail got the NobilPr_i_ze in Ph_y_sics. 

2-We study Alge__bra and Ch__emistry at school. 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 10 

receive  ¨╋┟┃ぅ championship 〞╊‒┯ポ 

look forward to }إ ┵╋┯┃ぅ volleyball ة┙ピベ┮ ة┙╆ 

final ｴ┒ا subject دةベ‶ 

racket ┝《│ ب┙┫‶ communicate ╉┦ا‒┃ぅ 

join a club ديベ《ポ ╁┏┃╋ぅ really ベ╃┎ 

take part in x كｱ┣ぅ boring ╉ﾌ 

goggles  راتベ┳〉〞┎ベ｠┟╊ا  best wishes تベぇ《[┃╊ا ボぇ┮أ 

 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:  

 

goggles ʹ best wishes ʹ boring ʹ received ʹ join 

1- We should end an e-mail withぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ best wishes ぐぐくぐぐぐぐくくぐ 

2- I Sﾗﾐげデ ﾉｷﾆW デｴｷゲ ﾏﾗ┗ｷW く Iデげゲぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ boringくぐぐぐぐくくぐ. 
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3- You canぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ join ぐくぐぐぐぐくくぐa club, if you like to play basketball.  

4- I ぐぐぐぐぐぐ received ぐぐぐぐぐan email yesterday. 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

1- I’m good at (play – playing – plays) volleyball. 

2- We are good at (speak – speaking – speaks) English, 

3- I'm looking forward to ( meet – met – meeting) our friends. 

4- My sister likes (read – reads – reading) scary stories. 

 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

               Tomorrow, all the students in my class (are going to - is going to - am going to ) have 

a team work making a poster about saving water.I (are going to - is going to - am going to ) 

get the pens, colours and papers. My friend Dana (are going to - is going to - am going to ) 

write the title on the poster. We(are going to - is going to - am going to ) surf the net to get 

the information about the topic. 

 

Do as shown between Brackets: 

2- Ali is going to eat another apple.       ( Negative ) 

ぐぐぐぐｷゲﾐげデ ｪﾗｷﾐｪ デﾗ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
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Unit 11 

ocean ┭ぇﾊ volcano  نベ╆┙ポ 

similar 『ポベ┣┃‶ active ┭ぇ┣〉 

approximately ベ｠ぅ┙╃│ hole 〞┏┃┾ 

population  نベ╇┞ smoke نベ┒د 

capital  〞[┦ベ┶ area 〞╃┯《‶ 

landscape ぃ┷ぇ｠┮ ┙┳《‶ grow رع┛ぅ 

tourist  ┍ピベ┞ crop ل‒┧ﾊ 

forest  〞ポベ┺ hilly تベ┷┿│┙‶ ذو 

 

Fill the spaces with words from the list:  

forest ʹ population ʹ ocean ʹ volcano ʹ capital 

1- The ぐぐ volcano ぐぐぐぐis a mountain with a hole at the top. 

2- You can see wild animals in theぐ forest ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

3- Kuwait has a  ぐぐぐぐぐぐ population ぐぐぐぐof two million. 

4- Africa is in the west of the Atlantic ぐぐぐ ocean ぐぐぐぐ. 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c  or d: 

5- Kuwait City is theぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐof Kuwait. 

      a-capital                        b- mirror c- population  d- tourist 

6- A lot ofぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐvisit Kuwait in February to enjoy the National Day. 

a- forests                      b- tourists                     c- capitals   d- volcanoes 
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7- Farmers ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐdifferent kinds of vegetables. 

a- marry                       b- join                     c- receive   d- grow 

Choose: 

fattest) than Mona. – fatter –Huda is (fat  .1 

) subject.easiest –easier  –. English is the (easy 2 

best) than Nora. – better –. Marwa is (good 3 

) animal.biggest –bigger  –. The elephant is the (big 4 

Choose the correct answers: 

schools in the area. My friend Sara is one of ) biggest –big  –(bigger It is one of the  

school team. Although she is   handball players at the better ) – best –(good the   

Do as shown in brackets: 

8- Ali is ( tall ) than Ahmad.      ( correct ) 

………………taller…………………………………………………………………………… 
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Writing 

about Kuwait and what tourists can see in it :of six sentences B)Write a paragraph  

       The following guide words may help you : 

Small – modern – capital – population – enjoy–shopping  

 

Kuwait 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................... 
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Unit 12 

Comfortable  ┍ぅ┙‶ link ┭ポ┙ぅ 

helipad ｱポ‒╇ぇ╋ﾈا ┭｠【‶ pearl diving デ╊デ╋╊ص ا‒┺ 

fortnight             ｵ┶‒｠┞أ amazing ┡』┕‶ 

tennis court   ┝《┃╊ا ボ┷╋‶ experience ةｪ┒ 

e-card 〞ぇ〉وｱ╇ぇ╊ا 〞╂ベ┯ポ pleasant  ┵┃ﾌ- ┽ぇ┯╊  

fantastic         ┵ピرا attractive اب┗┊ 

causeway        ╁ぅ┙┮ ┵ぅ┙┞  kind ボぇ┮ 

stretch ┕┃ﾕ   

 

 

Vocabulary  

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- The helicopter lands on a ............................... 

a- helipad    b-million         c-fortnight  d- court 

2- I stayed in Saudi Arabia for a ................................ 

a- Fortnight  b-   causeway  c-flood  d- postcard 

3- I don’t like this chair. It isn’t ................................ 

a- bright   b-kind c-boring  d- comfortable 

 

B) Fill in the spaces from the list: 

comfortable  – experience – amazing –e-card – helipad  

 

4- Modern inventions have made our life easy and............... comfortable.. 

5- We enjoyed our journey. It was ................... amazing  

6- Tom sent his friend an ......... e-card........from England. 
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Grammar 
Choose the correct answers: 

 

My mother  ( invited - inviting – invites ) many guests to a weekend gathering at our home 

yesterday. My sister told me to help my mother in the kichen , but I (have - am - has ) already 

helped her .  

Do as shown between brackets : 

1- My sister( already send ) me a nice postcard.       ( correct the verb ) 

.....................................sent........................................................................................................       

2- Hassan has already bought a new Ipad. ( Make negative ) 

Hassan hasn’t bought a new Ipad yet. 
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sadly – attractive – drought -  pearl diving - invented 

     ヶシやケキャや ュゅバャや7102  /7102      ュ  れΑヱミャや るャヱキ 
 るΑシやケキャや りケゎヘャや るΑゅヰル ケゅよゎカやるΑルゅをャや  るΑよケゎャや りケやコヱ 

 フタャや                   サキゅシャや :  るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャ ヶルヘャや ヮΑィヱゎャや 
 ( ヶプ ケゅよゎカΙやノよケぺ       )  れゅェヘタ                                                                                  ラゅゎハゅシ : ラョコャや

  
 

 
  ゆゅバΑゎシΙや (-  れやキケヘョャや–   ゆヱゎミョャや ケΑよバゎャや– ) キハやヱボャや  

 
 

TOTAL MARK ( 60 ) 
I. Reading  (  30 Marks ) 

A. Vocabulary (14 Marks) 2 ) 

A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 4x2=8 Ms) 

1- I ……………...a club to practise my favourite sport.  

a) grew                  b) received             c) joined                     d) linked 

2- Drinking dirty water could cause…………………diseases. 

a) fatal                   b) boring                  c) amazing                 d) fantastic 

3-  We went to Dubai and  stayed  there for a …………………………… 

a) fortnight               b) drought              c) prize                     d) ocean 

4- My cousin studies  …………….. . He is in The United States. 

a) really                 b) approximately             c) simply              d) abroad 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable word from the list : (4x1 ½= 6 Ms)  

 

 
 

5- …… sadly ……….., our school team  lost the final match.                 

6- Kuwait was famous for     ……… pearl diving ……… in the past.                  

7- We should help poor countries which suffer from … drought ……………...                        

8-  The Chinese  ………… invented ……….the fireworks many years ago. 
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  /  サキゅシャや フタャや /  るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャや ヶよΑケィゎ ラゅェゎョや    ヶルゅをャや ヶシやケキャや メタヘャやるΑゅヰル2017 - 8102 /るΑルゅをャや るェヘタャや 
 

 

              A. Reading Comprehension (16 Marks ) 
Read the following passage, then answer the following questions below: 

               
The sea is a wonderful place. Some People enjoy swimming and water sports. Other people 

like sea animals and fish. Our science teacher asked us to make a short video project about sea 

animals and fish. I went with my father and sister to make my video. I started by taking pictures 

of the blue sea and the yellow sand. I also took pictures for some sea animals. I found a puffer 

fish which had very sharp teeth. We saw some turtles with beautiful shells on the beach. They 

were digging holes to lay their eggs. My father told me that there are very big sea animal s that 

we don't see always near the beach; like the whale shark which is the largest shark . He told me 

also that there are very small sea animals that we cannot see with our eyes. I finished the 

project and gave it to my science teacher who was very happy with it. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: ( 4x 2.5 = 10 m)  
1.The writer wants to tell us about …………………………  

 a.the steps he took to finish the science project.  
 b.the steps of making a small house on the beach  
 c.the different places where we can find fish  
 d.the different ways fish protect themselves  

2. The underlined word they in line 6 refers to………………………… 
a) fishb) turtlesc) shells d) teeth 

 

3. The teacher wanted the class to make a …………………………  
a) short paragraph  b) short video project 
c) class magazine  d) a photo album 

4.The underlined word largest in line 7 means 
a) smallest  b) biggest 
c) happiest  d) easiest  

B) Answer the following questions: (2 x 3 = 6)  
5. Why don’t we always see very big sea animals?  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
6. How did the teacher feel about the project of the writer?  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  /  サキゅシャや フタャや /  るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャや ヶよΑケィゎ ラゅェゎョや    ヶルゅをャや ヶシやケキャや メタヘャやるΑゅヰル2017 - 8102 /るをャゅをャや るェヘタャや 

 

 

II. Writing (30Marks) 

A. Grammar ( 11 Marks) 

 

A) Choose the correct answer ( 4x2=8 Ms) 

My  friend is very clever,…………..? ( she is – is she – isn’t she) . She is ……………. 

( old – older – oldest ) than me. She is good at……………( swam - swimming – swim 

). She………………  (  give – giving  –  gave ) me a presentyesterday. 

 

B) Do as required between brackets:(2x1½=3Ms) 

1. Pilots fly the planes.                             ( Change into passive)  

The planes …are flown………………………………………………….                                      

2. Huda is going to the club at 10a.m.                               ( Make negative )  

     ……isn’t ………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  /  サキゅシャや フタャや /  るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャや ヶよΑケィゎ ラゅェゎョや    ヶルゅをャや ヶシやケキャや メタヘャやるΑゅヰル2017 - 8102 /るバよやケャや るェヘタャや 
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B. Writing (15 Marks ) 

Write one paragraph of [ 6 sentences ] about " Oil  " * The following 
words may help you: 

Kuwait /   expensive /   under / pipelines / factory /  petrol   

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

 

 

B. Spelling (  4 Marks ) 

Fill in the missing letters( 4 x 1= 4Ms ) 

1- Scientists do their best to find a cu_re_for   c a_nc_er  .  

2- Travelling by plane is  co_mfor_table and  ple_asa_nt. 

るヤもシΕや れヰゎルや 
 ペΑプヱゎャやヱ ゥゅィルャゅよ ュミャ ゅルゎゅΑルョゎ ノョ 

Rubrics   mark Total marks 
Exposition of ideas and number of sentences  81  

51 
Grammar & spelling  0  
Handwriting   0  
punctuations 1  

Writing ( 18 marks) 


